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A new technique to measure the ratio ofb quark fragmentation fractions inpp̄ collisions is described. Using
a 70-pb21 sample of low-mass dimuon trigger data recorded with the Collider Detector at Fermilab, we identify
B mesons by observing the double semileptonic decaysb→cmX with c→smX. By counting the numbers of
K* (892)0, K* (892)1, andf~1020! mesons produced in association with these muon pairs, we measure the
ratio of strange to nonstrangeB meson production to bef s /( f u1 f d)5@21.063.6(stat)23.0

13.8(syst)#%. This
measurement is the most precise available from hadron collisions to date. Limits on the branching fractions of
semileptonic charm meson decays withK1(1270),K1* (1410), andK2* (1430) mesons in the final state are also
obtained.@S0556-2821~99!00119-8#

PACS number~s!: 13.60.Le, 13.25.Ft, 14.65.Fy
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production ofb quarks in hadronic collisions is de-
scribed by perturbative quantum chromodynamics. The en-
suing production of hadrons containingb quarks is described
by phenomenological models where a free quark combines
with an antiquark to form a colorless meson@1,2#. In these
fragmentation models the flavor of the antiquark is not pre-
dicted a priori, and must be taken from experiment. The
knowledge of theb quark fragmentation fractions is impor-
tant for the measurement of otherB meson properties such as

BB̄ oscillations andB hadron lifetimes. In this paper we
present a measurement of the probability that ab quark frag-
ments producing aBs

0 meson,f s . A precise determination of
f s will impact numerous other measurements.

The experiments at the CERNe1e2 collider ~LEP! have
determined the fragmentation fractions forb quarks pro-
duced in thee1e2→Z0→bb̄ process. The probabilitiesf u
and f d , to produceB1 or B0 mesons, respectively, are as-
sumed to be equal since the two spectator quarks have nearly
equal masses. The combined LEP result isf u[ f d

5(39.722.2
11.8)% @3#. The most precise estimate off s , the frag-

mentation fraction intoBs
0 mesons, is currently derived from

BB̄ oscillations using measurements of the flavor-averaged
mixing parameterx̄5 f sxs1 f dxd together with measure-
ments ofxd5xd

2 / @2(11xd
2)# where xd5DmdtB0. The re-

sult of this determination combined with measurements of

f s from the product branching fraction f s3B(Bs
0

→Ds
2l 1nX) from the LEP experiments@4# gives f s

5(10.521.7
11.8)% @3#.

A previous measurement off s / f d has also been reported
by the Collider Detector at Fermilab~CDF! @5#. Combined
with the world average value off d , listed above, this mea-
surement results inf s5(13.564.3)%. It is possible that the
fragmentation mechanism at a hadron collider, where theb
quarks are produced by gluons in a process with low mo-
mentum transfer, is not identical to that observed in high-
energye1e2 collisions, where theb quarks result from a
colorless initial state sharing the energy of aZ0 boson. The
relative probability for ab quark to fragment into aBs

0 me-
son may be different in the two environments. In this paper,
we report a measurement off s /( f u1 f d) at a hadron collider.
We note that the measurement reported here refers explicitly
to theb quark system immediately before decay. Any reso-
nant B** mesons produced prior to the decay state are not
studied nor described by the final fragmentation probability
quoted.

The measurement described here is based on the observa-
tion of double semileptonicB meson decays produced inpp̄
collisions at a center of mass energy of 1.8 TeV. We select
decays where first theB meson decays to a muon, neutrino
and charm meson. We further require the resulting charm
meson decay to a muon that is opposite in charge to the
muon resulting from theB meson decay. The decays used in
this analysis are

In this paper all references to a specific charge state imply
the charge-conjugate state as well. We use our data to mea-
sure the relative fragmentation fractions for strange,Bs

0, and
light, B0 or B1, meson production by identifyingf~1020!,
K* (892)0, and K* (892)1 mesons in the final state. In the
course of extracting these measurements we also set limits
on the relative branching fraction for charm mesons to decay
into the heavier strange mesons,K1(1270), K1* (1410), and
K2* (1430).

This technique of identifyingB meson decays with two
neutrinos in the final state has recently been used by the CDF
Collaboration@6#. In general, CDF has identifiedB mesons
using either fully-reconstructed decays containing a charmo-
nium meson~e.g.,B1→J/cK1 or B0→J/cKs

0) or lepton-
charm correlations to reconstruct semileptonicB meson de-
cays. In the latter case the charm decays were fully
reconstructed such that there was only one missing neutrino
in the reconstructedB meson final state. This analysis ex-
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pands the territory ofB physics at CDF by identifying double
semileptonicB decays in which neither the parentB meson
nor its daughter charm meson are fully reconstructed. The
CDF can trigger efficiently on dimuon events that constitute
the dataset used in this study.

We will describe our experimental approach to measuring
f s /( f u1 f d) in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we describe the experi-
ment, trigger, and data collection procedures used for this
measurement. In Sec. IV, we discuss the event selection pro-
cedure and the method used to fit the resulting mass distri-
butions, and present the observed rates ofB mesons. Back-
ground calculations are described in Sec. V. The acceptance
calculations are discussed in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII, we present
our results and a detailed breakdown of our sources of un-
certainty. We offer our conclusions in Sec. VIII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The final state strange mesonsK* (892)0, K* (892)1, and
f~1020! ~denoted from now on asK* 0, K* 1, andf! act as
a tag for the initialB mesons species. We determine the rate
of Bs

0 production by countingf mesons in double semilep-
tonic dimuon events. We countK* 0 andK* 1 candidates to
determine the rate ofB0 and B1 meson production.
Throughout this paper, we assume equal fragmentation frac-
tions to both lightB mesons, i.e.,f u5 f d , and use the symbol
B(0,1) to represent an equal mixture ofB0 andB1 mesons.

We define the total number ofb quarks produced inpp̄

collisions to beN(b̄)[2*Ldt•s(pp̄→b̄), where *Ldt is
the total integrated luminosity of our sample, ands(pp̄

→b̄) is the production cross-section forb quarks in our ex-
periment. We also introduce the following notation:

N~K* 0!5N~ b̄!@~ f u1 f d!•P~B~0,1 !→K* 0!

1 f s•P~Bs
0→K* 0!#, ~1!

N~K* 1!5N~ b̄!@~ f u1 f d!•P~B~0,1 !→K* 1!

1 f s•P~Bs
0→K* 1!#, ~2!

N~f!5N~ b̄!@ f s•P~Bs
0→f!1~ f u1 f d!•P~B~0,1 !→f!#.

~3!

The symbolsN(K* 0), N(K* 1), and N(f) represent the
event yield of mesons reconstructed in our data sample. The
symbol P represents the product of branching fractions, ac-
ceptances, and efficiencies for detecting dimuon daughters
and reconstructing the final-state meson. For instance
P(B(0,1)→K* 0) can be expressed as

P~B~0,1 !→K* 0![B~B~0,1 !→D2m1nX!

3B~D2→K* 0m2n!

3B~K* 0→K1p2!

3« trig~m1,m2!

3«geom~K1,p2,m1,m2!

3« track~K1,p2,m1,m2!, ~4!

whereB indicates the relevant branching fraction. The sym-
bol « trig represents the trigger efficiency,«geomrepresents the
geometric acceptance of the CDF detector for recording and
reconstructing the decay products and includes our data se-
lection criteria, and« track stands for the combined efficiency
to reconstruct the four tracks. The other probabilitiesP can
be expressed in a similar way. The details of these probabil-
ity calculations are described in Sec. VI.

Equations~1!–~3! are arranged so that the first term in
each sum dominates. The second term is a correction for
cross-talk that arises from two mechanisms. TheB(0,1) me-
sons can decay toDsDX final states. When both charm me-
sons decay semileptonically the resultingfm1m2 combina-
tion can mimic the signature for the decay of aBs

0 meson.
These decays can also result inK* 0m1m2 andK* 1m1m2

final states, which constitutes an increase in acceptance. We
correct for this by modifying P(B(0,1)→K* 0) and
P(B(0,1)→K* 1) accordingly. There is also cross-talk in the
opposite direction, whereBs

0 decays produceK* 0m1m2 and
K* 1m1m2 combinations via the intermediate decays
Ds** 2→D̄0X andDs** 2→D2X. We estimate the cross-talk
with a Monte Carlo calculation and correct for it. The cor-
rections described here are discussed in Sec. V B.

The observed rates forK* 0 and K* 1 production can be
combined into a single measurement of the non-strangeB
meson yield. We defineN(K* )[N(K* 0)1N(K* 1) and
make similar definitions for the related acceptances:
P(B(0,1)→K* )[P(B(0,1)→K* 0)1P(B(0,1)→K* 1) and
P(Bs

0→K* )[P(Bs
0→K* 0)1P(Bs

0→K* 1). Adding Eqs.
~1! and ~2!, we find

N~K* !5N~ b̄!@~ f u1 f d!•P~B~0,1 !→K* !

1 f s•P~Bs
0→K* !#. ~5!

From Eqs.~3! and ~5!, we derive

f s

f u1 f d
5

N~f!•P~B~0,1 !→K* !2N~K* !•P~B~0,1 !→f!

N~K* !•P~Bs→f!2N~f!•P~Bs→K* !
.

~6!

The negative terms are corrections for cross-talk betweenB
hadron species, while the positive terms are the dominant
contribution.

There are several strengths to this experimental approach.
By measuring the ratio in Eq.~6!, we avoid systematic un-
certainties coming from the uncertainty in theb quark pro-
duction cross section. In addition, the detector and trigger
inefficiencies that are common to the three signal channels
cancel in the ratio. The measurement of the ratio of fragmen-
tation fractions will therefore be more precise than a mea-
surement off s alone.

III. DATA COLLECTION

We now turn to a description of the experimental appara-
tus and the data set used in the extraction of this result.
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A. CDF detector

The Collider Detector at Fermilab~CDF! is a multipur-
pose detector designed to study high-energy 1.8-TeVpp̄ col-
lisions produced by the Fermilab Tevatron@7#. The coordi-
nate system is defined with thez axis along the proton beam
direction, they axis pointing vertically upwards, and thex
axis pointing out of the Tevatron ring. The polar angleu is
defined relative to thez axis, r is the perpendicular radius
from this axis, andf is the azimuthal angle. Pseudorapidity
is defined ash[2 ln@tan(u/2)#.

The CDF detector surrounds the beamline with three
charged-particle tracking detectors immersed in a 1.4-T so-
lenoidal magnetic field. The tracking system is contained
within a calorimeter system that measures the energy of
charged and neutral particles over the regionuhu,4.2.
Charged-particle detectors outside the calorimeter are used to
identify muon candidates.

The innermost tracking device is a four-layer silicon mi-
crostrip detector~SVX! located in the region between 2.9
and 7.9 cm in radius from the beam axis. The SVX is sur-
rounded by a set of time projection chambers~VTX ! that
measure charged-particle trajectories to a radius of 22 cm.
An 84-layer drift chamber~CTC! measures the particle tra-
jectories in the region between 30 and 132 cm in radius from
the beam. This tracking system has high efficiency for de-
tecting charged particles with momentum transverse to the
beampT.0.40 GeV/c and uhu&1.1. Together, the CTC and
SVX measure charged particle transverse momenta with a
precision ofsPT;A0.006621(0.0009pT

)2 ~with pT in units

of GeV/c). The impact parameter resolution issd5(13
140/pT) mm for SVX and CTC combined.

The central muon detection system consists of four layers
of planar drift chambers separated from the interaction point
by approximately five interaction lengths of material. To re-
duce the probability of misidentifying penetrating hadrons as
muon candidates in the central pseudorapidity regionuhu
,0.6, an additional four layers of chambers are located out-
side the magnet return yoke~corresponding to about three
interaction lengths of material atu590°). A further set of
chambers is located in the pseudorapidity interval 0.6,uhu
,1.0 to extend the acceptance of the muon system. These
systems are capable of detecting muons withpT
*1.4 GeV/c in a pseudorapidity interval ofuhu,1.0.

B. Trigger

A common feature of the threeB meson decay modes
studied here is the presence of am1m2 candidate consistent
with a double semileptonicB meson decay. Dimuon candi-
dates were selected using a three-level trigger system. The
first level trigger required that two candidates be observed in
the muon chambers. For each muon candidate the first level
trigger efficiency rose from;40% at pT51.5 GeV/c to
;93% for muons withpT.3.0 GeV/c. The second-level
trigger required two or more charged particle tracks observed
in the CTC using the central fast track processor~CFT! that
performed a partial reconstruction of all charged tracks
above a transverse momentum of;2 GeV/c. The CFT

tracks were required to match within 15° in azimuth of the
muon candidates found by the first-level trigger. The third-
level trigger confirmed with greater precision that two recon-
structed CTC tracks matched with two tracks in the muon
chambers, that the dimuon invariant mass was between 1.0
and 2.8 GeV/c2, and that thepT of both muon candidates
was greater than 2.1 GeV/c.

IV. DATA SELECTION

The data used in this study correspond to an integrated
luminosity of 70 pb21, and were collected between Novem-
ber 1994 and July 1995. Following the online data collection,
additional requirements were made offline to identify the sig-
nals and to reduce the backgrounds.

A. Charged particle and primary vertex reconstruction

Candidate muon, kaon, and pion trajectories were recon-
structed in the CTC and VTX, and extrapolated into the SVX
to find additional hit information associated with the track.
We required each CTC track candidate to be of high quality
by requiring the track to have a minimum number of hits in
the CTC. We also required that at least two SVX hits be
associated with the CTC track. If one of these hits was
shared with another track, a third hit was required. We do not
perform explicit hadron identification, but assign kaon and
pion mass hypotheses as appropriate for our final-state sig-
natures. We also required that kaon and pion candidates have
a measured transverse momentumpT.0.5 GeV/c in order to
be reconstructed with high efficiency. For pions from the
decayKS

0→p1p2 needed for the reconstruction of theK* 1

signal, the single-trackpT threshold was lowered to
0.4 GeV/c. All charged-particle tracks used to reconstruct
the strange hadron decay daughters were required to have
SVX information associated with them, except forKS

0

→p1p2 candidates, where only CTC information was used
to allow for the long flight distances of theKS

0.
In order to identifyB meson decays by their displaced

vertices, we first need to reconstruct the primary interaction
vertex. We used the charged-particle tracks reconstructed in
the VTX detector to determine the location ofpp̄ interac-
tions. In our data sample an average of 2.5pp̄ interactions
occurred in each crossing. If there are several primary vertex
candidates, we choose the one closest to the muon candi-
dates’ intercepts with the beam line. These tracks, when pro-
jected back to the known beam axis, determine the longitu-
dinal locations of candidate primary interactions. The
transverse position of the primary vertex was most accurately
determined by using the average beam trajectory through the
detector and the longitudinal primary vertex position. The
beam line was stable over the period that a givenpp̄ beam
was stored in the Tevatron. The uncertainty in the transverse
position of the primary vertex was dominated by the trans-
verse profile of the beam that had a Gaussian distribution
with a width of 25mm in both thex andy directions@8#.

B. Dimuon selection

To identify muon candidates and reduce their rate from
sources such asK meson decay in flight, we required that
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each candidate observed in the muon chambers be associated
with a matching CTC track candidate. These matches were
required to pass a maximumx2 cut of 9 and 12 in each of the
f andz views, respectively. Muon candidates were required
to have deposited a minimum energy of 0.5 GeV in the had-
ronic compartment of the calorimeter. Each muon track must
also have been observed in the SVX detector. Finally, we
confirmed the trigger criteria by requiringpT greater than
2.1 GeV/c for each muon candidate, and a dimuon mass be-
tween 1.0 and 2.8 GeV/c2.

C. Reconstruction of double semileptonic decays

We search forB meson decays resulting in a muon, a
neutrino and a charm meson such as theD2, D̄0, or Ds

2 .
These charm mesons, in turn, decay semileptonically to pro-
duce a second muon, a vector meson~f, K* 0, or K* 1), and
a neutrino. We label the muon from aB meson decaymB and
the muon from a charm decaymD , and denote the vector
meson as ‘‘K’’. We use a Monte Carlo calculation, described
in Sec. VI B, to determine that 98% of the time
M (‘ ‘ K ’ ’ mD),M (‘ ‘ K ’ ’ mB) whereM represents the invari-
ant mass of the system. To reduce the number of combina-
tions in our signal reconstruction, we choose one of the
muons, the one with lowerM (‘ ‘ K ’ ’ m), as the candidate for
mD . DistinguishingmB from mD also enables us to improve
our decay vertex fit hypothesis as described below. The
charge of the muon from the charm decay is essential for the
reconstruction ofK* meson signals. Having made this
choice we requireM (‘ ‘ K ’ ’ mD),1.7 GeV/c2, consistent
with the D→ ‘ ‘ K ’ ’ mn decay of our signal. In order to re-
duce combinatorial background we also requirepT(‘ ‘ K ’ ’)
greater than 2 GeV/c.

To reduce background further, we confirm theB→D
→ ‘ ‘ K ’ ’ meson double semileptonic decay hypothesis by
making additional requirements on the vertex topology of the
candidate events. The vertex topology of the signal is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. In our reconstruction the ‘‘K’’ meson
andmD candidates are constrained to come from a common
vertex—the point ofD meson decay. TheD meson flight
direction is not known exactly because of the missing neu-
trino, but the vector sum of the momenta ofmD and ‘‘K’’
gives a good approximation. TheB meson decay vertex is
determined by the intersection of themB track and themD
‘‘ K’’ trajectory extrapolated from theD meson decay vertex,
with the mB track. We place further requirements on the
decay vertices to enhance the selection of long-livedB me-

son decays. The apparentB meson flight distance,Lxy(B), is
the distance from the interaction region to the reconstructed
decay point in the plane transverse to the beam direction,
projected onto the transverse momentum of theB meson
candidate. We requireLxy(B) to be greater than three times
its uncertainty. The most probableLxy uncertainty is;70
mm. The flight distance of theD meson,Lxy(D), is also
required to be further from the primary vertex than theB
meson decay point@Lxy(D).Lxy(B)#, as would be expected
for a sequential double semileptonic decay.

We impose one additional requirement to reduce combi-
natorial backgrounds. For realB meson decays, we expect
the B meson to carry most of the energy of theb quark. We
therefore define an isolation variable

I B[
uPW Bu

uPW Bu1( i PW i•uW
, ~7!

wherePW B is the momentum sum of the reconstructedB me-
son decay daughters. The sum in the denominator is over
charged particles not used to reconstruct theB candidate,
with momentum vectorsPW i , contained within a cone inh
2f space of radiusR[A(Df)21(Dh)251.0 about an axis
defined by the direction of theB meson candidate momen-
tum. The unit vector, uW , points along PW B , i.e., uW
[PW B /uPW Bu. In order to avoid including charged particles that
resulted from interactions in thepp̄ collision not associated
with theB meson candidate, the sum is performed only over
those charged tracks that passed within 5 cm along thez axis
of the primary vertex location. SinceB meson decays have
large values ofI B , we have imposed the requirementI B
.0.50 to suppress background events.

We allow multiple double semileptonic decay candidates
in single events. Choosing only one candidate per event
would introduce an inefficiency that could bias the yield de-
termination, as it depends on the size of the unmodeled com-
binatorial background. We correct for the resulting increase
in combinatorial background in the way we create the fitted
line shapes using data distributions~see below!.

D. f, K* 0, and K* 1 event yields

The event samples described above are further subdivided
into the event classes outlined in Sec. I by identifyingf
mesons,K* 0 mesons, andK* 1 mesons associated with
dimuons in the final state. We fit the invariant mass distribu-
tions of the strange meson daughters to extract our candidate
yields. In this section we present fits to distributions associ-
ated with opposite-sign dimuons, where we expect to see the
signals fromB meson decay. The distributions associated
with like-sign dimuons were also studied in order to search
for potential backgrounds. The results of these background
studies are presented in Sec. V E.

The distributions are fit with a sum of a signal distribution
and a polynomial representing the combinatorial back-
ground. The signal distribution is described by a template
obtained from Monte Carlo calculations, leaving the ampli-
tude as the only free parameter describing the signal in our

FIG. 1. Schematic of the vertex topology off/K* 0 signal
events~left! and K* 1 signal events~right!. The shaded areas rep-
resent the fitted secondary and tertiary decay vertices~not to scale!.
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fit. The Monte Carlo shape prediction includes the width of
the strange meson resonance, the kinematics of the double
semileptonic decay and detector effects, as described in Sec.
VI B. The fit maximizes an unbinned likelihood that com-
pares our observed data to the predicted mass distributions.

Figure 2 shows thef meson signal, observed in the
K1K2 mass distribution. The crosses represent the data dis-
tribution, while the solid line shows the fit described by a
Breit-Wigner lineshape smeared by our reconstruction reso-
lution. The dashed line shows the extrapolation of the poly-
nomial background under the signal peak. From this sample
we measure a yield ofN(f)5103616 events.

A K* 0 signal is visible in theK1p2 invariant mass dis-
tribution shown in Fig. 3. The charge of the charm muon
(mD) designates the track with a charge opposite that ofmD
to be the kaon and the remaining track is then a pion. Those
combinations form the right-sign distribution~RS!. Swap-
ping the K p particle assignments results in a wrong-sign
~WS! distribution. A simultaneous fit of both distributions
gives us additional constraints on the combinatorial back-
ground.

In Fig. 3 the crosses show the data distribution, and the
solid line shows the combined fit. The RS distribution has
three components: a Breit-WignerK* 0 signal ~dashed line!,
a ‘‘satellite’’ structure peaking near threshold~dotted line!,
and a combinatorial background~dashed-dotted line!. The
‘‘satellite’’ is produced by combinations of charged kaons,
primarily from D̄0→K1m2n̄ decays, with pions of low
transverse momentum, mostly fromD* 2→D̄0p2 decays.
The wrong-sign distribution has three components: a reflec-
tion of the K* 0 signal produced by mistakenK2p mass
assignments~dashed line!, a reflection of the ‘‘satellite’’
peak ~dotted line!, and a combinatorial background~dash-
dotted line!. The combinatorial background does not contain
kaons correlated in charge withmD . Thus, by construction, it
has the same shape in the RS and WS distributions. We
perform a simultaneous fit to the RS and WS distributions

with the combinatorial background constrained to be the
same in both distributions. The templates for the mass shape
of the signal, the ‘‘satellite’’ and their reflections were pro-
duced by a Monte Carlo calculation. The fit returns a yield of
N(K* 0)5683655 events.

To measure theK* 1 signal we reconstructKS
0→p1p2

decays. We fit theKS
0 decay vertex using opposite-charge

track pairs. We require theKS
0 transverse decay length to be

greater than 2 cm and less than 100 cm. We also require
uM (p1p2)2M (KS

0)u,20 MeV. The reconstructed trajec-
tory of theKs

0 meson is used with the trajectories of themD

and p6 candidates, to fit the charm decay vertex (D̄0

→K* 1m2n̄,K* 1→KS
0p1) ~see Fig. 1!. The subsequent fit

of the B meson decay vertex is the same as in the other two
signal channels.

TheKS
0p1 mass distributions are shown in Fig. 4 together

with the results of the fits to the RS and WS distributions.
The right sign combinations are those for which the charge
of the reconstructedK* 1 is opposite to that ofmD . Unlike
the K* 0 fit, there is no ambiguity in theK2p mass assign-
ment; hence no reflection of the signal into the WS distribu-
tion exists. However, the background can have components
correlated in charge tomD . In the simultaneous fit of the RS
and WS distributions, we use the same background shape but
allow the relative normalization to vary. The fit returns a
yield of N(K* 1)594621 events.

FIG. 2. The observedK1K2 invariant mass distribution show-
ing thef meson signal in opposite sign dimuon events. The data are
represented by crosses. The fit of the signal and background is
shown with the solid line, and the background component under the
signal peak is indicated by the dashed line.

FIG. 3. The observedK1p2 invariant mass distributions show-
ing the fit of the K* 0 meson signal observed in opposite sign
dimuon events. The top plot shows right-signKp combinations
with respect to the muon from charm decay and the bottom plot
shows the wrong-sign distribution. Crosses represent the data and
the solid line shows the fit result. Details of the fit components,
shown with nonsolid lines, are described in the text.
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It should be noted that we do not expect a significant
‘‘satellite’’ peak in the M (KS

0p1) distribution because of

differences in the decays ofD̄* 0 andD* 2 mesons. TheD* 2

mesons decay toD̄0p2 about two thirds of the time. As a
consequence,D̄0 mesons from semileptonicB meson decays
are often produced in coincidence with soft charged pions.
TheD̄* 0 mesons, on the other hand, cannot decay toD2p1.
Therefore,D2 mesons from semileptonicB meson decays
are only rarely produced in coincidence with soft charged
pions ~via D** decays!. This asymmetry explains why we
find a large satellite structure associated with theK* 0 signal,
but we do not observe an equivalent structure with theK* 1

signal.

V. BACKGROUNDS

The final-stateB meson decays studied here involve two
missing neutrinos. Therefore, many of the usual constraints
on potential backgrounds are weaker than in cases where the
final state is more fully reconstructed. We quantify potential
sources of background in Secs. V A–V D. We also describe
fits to the data distributions associated with like-sign
dimuons as an additional check against unexpected back-
grounds in Sec. V E.

A. Heavy kaons

In the semileptonic decay of charm mesons there is a
difference between the sum of measured branching fractions
to particular channels and the measured total semileptonic
branching fraction@3#. This deficit is large enough to accom-
modate a significant branching fraction for the decaysD
→Kxmn, whereKx could representK1(1270), K1* (1410),
or K2* (1430). The semileptonic charm decay toKx could be
followed by a strong decayKx→K* X, whereK* represents
K* 0 or K* 1, contributing to the signals we are studying and
providing a potential background to the measurement. In do-
ing this we assume the spectator model holds in these decays
constrainingG(D2→Kx

0m2n̄)5G(D̄0→Kx
1m2n̄).

We have used our data sample to set limits on the produc-
tion of the heavy strange mesons,Kx , in charm meson de-
cays, and, in turn, have used these to estimate systematic
uncertainties on our measurement off s /( f u1 f d). We fully
reconstruct other candidate decay modes of these heavier
strange mesons to obtain limits on ratios such as

b[
B~D→Kxmn!

B~D→K* 0mn!
. ~8!

The decayD→K2* (1430)mX→K1p2mX should mani-
fest itself as a resonance in the high end tail of theK1p2

mass distribution. We use the same selection criteria as for
our K* 0 signal reconstruction with one exception. The cut
M (KpmD),1.7 GeV/c2 is removed in order to enhance ac-
ceptance for potentialK2* (1430) signal at highM (Kp)
masses. The high mass region of theKp mass distribution is
shown in Fig. 5. The dashed line in Fig. 5 shows the contri-
bution expected from theK2* (1430) decay if it were present
at a rate 30 times the limit we are able to set~see below!. We
fit the observedM (Kp) distribution using a Breit-Wigner
signal distribution and a polynomial background term. The

FIG. 4. ObservedKS
0p1 invariant mass distributions showing

the K* 1 meson signal observed in opposite sign dimuon events.
The top plot shows right-signKS

0p1 combinations with respect to
the muon from charm decay and the bottom plot shows the wrong-
sign distribution. Crosses represent the data. The solid line repre-
sents the fit result, the dotted line shows theK* 1 signal, and the
dashed line shows the extrapolation of the combinatorial back-
ground under the signal peak.

FIG. 5. Tail of the M (Kp) distribution observed in data
~crosses! and the result of the fit~solid histogram!. The dotted his-
togram shows the shape expected fromK2* (1430)→K1p2 decays.
The normalization of this histogram corresponds to the production
of K2* (1430) at 30 times the rate at which we set a limit.
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fit returns 0620 events. We conclude there is no evidence of
the decayD→K2* (1430)mnm .

We calculate a limit on the ratio of branching fractions
from the fit result. Our 95% confidence level~C.L.! limit is
the value of b for which the probability of obtaining a
K2* (1430) signal not larger than that we observe is 5%. This
probability is calculated using a Monte Carlo method that
includes the uncertainties on the branching fractions and the
statistical uncertainty on the fit, assuming that both of them
are distributed as Gaussians. We obtain the limit of

B„D→K2* ~1430!mn…

B~D→K* 0mn!
,0.19~95%C.L.!. ~9!

The K1(1270) andK1* (1410) mesons do not have large
branching fractions toKp, so we search for them using the
decay modesKx

0→K* 1p2→Ks
0p1p2 and Kx

1→K* 0p1

→K1p2p1. The M (KS
0p1p2) distribution has inherently

less combinatorial background due to the constraint provided
by the reconstructedKS

0→p1p2 decay. TheM (K1p2p1)
distribution has more background because every track is a

potential charged kaon candidate. We therefore obtain more
stringent limits using theM (KS

0p1p2) distribution, and we
concentrate on it in the following.

The search is similar to our reconstruction of theK* 1

→KS
0p1 signal with one additional charged particle originat-

ing from the charm decay vertex. TheKS
0pp mass distribu-

tion observed in our data is shown in Fig. 6. The open his-
togram shows the RS combinations (K1p2) and the hatched
histogram shows the WS (K* 1p1) combinations. The
dashed line shows the contribution to the RS combinations
expected from theK1* (1410)mnm decay if it had a branching
fraction equal to the 95% C.L. limit we are able to set below.

We find two RS and four WS combinations with masses
between 1.18 and 1.66 GeV/c2. We take the number of WS
combinations as a measurement of our combinatorial back-
ground. We determine the limit using the method described
in Ref. @9#, applicable to Poisson processes with background.
We define the 95% C.L. limit to be the ratio of branching
fractions, where

P~NBACK1NSIG<NOBS!

P~NBACK<NOBS!
55%. ~10!

The symbolP(NBACK1NSIG<NOBS) represents the prob-
ability of observing no more than two candidates when both
the heavy strange meson signal and the combinatorial back-
ground are present, whileP(NBACK<NOBS) represents the
same number of RS candidates from background only. This
procedure is more conservative than a straightforward deter-
mination ofP(NBACK1NSIG<NOBS)55%. We calculate the
probabilities,P, using a Monte Carlo method, including the
uncertainties on branching fractions and Poisson fluctuations.
Our generalization of the method described in Ref.@9# con-
sists of using Monte Carlo to sum the Poisson series taking
into account the systematic uncertainties.

Table I summarizes the limits on the ratio of branching
fractions obtained from the data. An upper limit on the con-
tribution from these heavier kaon decays to ourK* 1 and
K* 0 signals can be computed from the limits on the branch-
ing fractions. Our limits are significantly more stringent than
those that could be derived from the difference between the
inclusive branching fractions and the sum of the exclusive
branching fractions that have been observed. As such they
provide new information on the modesD→Kxmn.

FIG. 6. TheM (K0pp) distribution observed in data. The open
solid histogram shows the distribution for right-sign~RS! combina-
tions, while the hatched histogram shows the distribution for
wrong-sign combinations. The open dashed histogram shows the
signal expected in the RS distribution fromK1* (1410)→K0pp de-
cays. The normalization of this signal corresponds to the production
of K1* (1410) at the rate at which we set the 95% C.L. limit.

TABLE I. Summary of limits on the heavy strange meson decays. We list the 95% C.L. limit on the ratio
of the branching fraction into these states relative to that intoK* 0mn @see Eq.~8!#, the one sigma limit~used
in the computation of the systematic uncertainties on this measurement!, the one sigma correction~in percent!
to the event yields due to possible decays to these heavy strange mesons as well as the change~in percent!
induced on the final result if these channels are open at the level of the limit.

Strange meson
species

95% C.L.
on b

84.1% C.L.
on b ~1s!

Fraction in %
of K* 0(11s)

Fraction in %
of K* 1(11s)

Change in %
on f s /( f u1 f d)

K1(1270) 0.78 0.48 3.761.5 9.362.9 17.262.0
K1* (1410) 0.60 0.34 9.861.9 8.861.8 110.661.6
K2* (1430) 0.19 0.11 1.160.1 1.560.2 11.360.2
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We compute an 84.1% C.L. upper limit in the ratios of
branching fractions for the corresponding 1s systematic un-
certainty in our measurement off s /( f u1 f d). The resulting
uncertainty onf s /( f u1 f d) is one sided because the potential
effect of heavy kaon decays can only increase our observed
yields of K* 0m1m2 andK* 1m1m2. The fractional uncer-
tainty on f s /( f u1 f d) is listed in Table I. The limits onKx

production are not independent. The least stringent limit is
obtained by assuming the contribution from heavier strange
mesons all comes fromK1* (1410) decays. We therefore use
the limit on possibleK1* (1410) production as our final con-
tribution to the systematic uncertainty on the measurement of
f s /( f u1 f d).

B. b hadron decays with dimuons

Several other backgrounds resulting frombb̄ production
were determined from Monte Carlo calculations to determine
their relative abundance in our final event yields. Decays
such asB(0,1)→DsDX are a potential source of dimuon can-
didates accompanied byf and K* mesons. Cross-talk be-
tween the channels can result from nonstrangeB meson de-
cays producing afm1m2 signal satisfying the selection
criteria. TheK* m1m2 combinations fromB(0,1)→DsDX
decays constitute an increase in acceptance for lightB me-
sons. We correct for both these effects using a Monte Carlo
simulation to estimate that 4% of thef meson signal and less
than 1% of theK* meson signals result from such interme-
diate states.

There can also be cross-talk fromBs
0 meson decays mim-

icking nonstrangeB meson signals through decays such as
Ds** →DX. These additional contributions introduce a 2.1%
contribution to ourK* 0 signal and a 2.6% contribution to our
K* 1 signal. We correct for them by introducing the terms
P(Bs

0→K* 0), P(Bs
0→K* 1), andP(B(0,1)→f) in Eqs.~1!,

~2!, and~3!, respectively. The actual contributions from these
processes depend on the value off s /( f u1 f d). The values
quoted above are for our measured value off s /( f u1 f d).

Finally, we have considered backgrounds from decays
such asLb

0→pD0m2v̄ where the charm meson can decay
semileptonically to yield a strange meson. These decays have
not been observed, but a limit exists on a more inclusive
partial width G(Lb

0→pD0m2v̄X) @10#. Assuming that
B(Lb

0→pD0m2v̄) saturates the published limit, we obtain
an upper limit of a 2.0% contribution to ourK* 1 signal from
suchLb

0 baryon decays. We do not correct for this effect, but
include the influence of this potential background in our sys-
tematic uncertainties.

C. Other bb̄ backgrounds

We have also studiedbb̄ backgrounds that can arise from
the misreconstruction of our final states. There is the possi-
bility that one or both of the muon candidates can be a misi-
dentified hadron. Fake muons come from the decay-in-flight
of kaons and pions as well as from hadrons that pass through
the calorimeter without interacting~‘‘punch through’’!. The
probabilities of these processes were predicted by a Monte

Carlo model and verified with our data@11#. We find that a
charged pion has an 0.8% probability of being misidentified
as a muon due to a decay in flight. The corresponding misi-
dentification probability for a kaon decay in flight is 1.5%.
These probabilities are essentially independent of momen-
tum in our range of interest. The punch-through probabilities
are 0.15% forp6 or K2 mesons, and 1.6% forK1 mesons.
These misidentification probabilities are sufficiently low that
double fake muons, where the two fake muons occur inde-
pendently, are negligible. However, events where one muon
is real and the other is fake form a non-negligible back-
ground.

The dominant contribution to the otherbb̄ backgrounds
comes from semileptonicB meson decays producing one real
muon, and we misidentify the pion from theD meson decay
as the second muon. Such combinations arise from the decay
B→DmX with D→ ‘ ‘ K ’ ’ pp, where one of the pions can be
neutral. Background fromD→ ‘ ‘ K ’ ’ p decays, where the
pion is misidentified as a muon, is efficiently removed by the
requirementM (‘ ‘ K ’ ’ mD),1.7 GeV/c2.

Combinations fromD→ ‘ ‘ K ’ ’ pp0, with the charged
pion being misidentified as a second muon, result in
opposite-sign dimuon candidates. Not only is the charge cor-
relation the same as our signal, but the vertex topology is
identical as well. Our muon identification provides the only
suppression of these backgrounds. We rely on a Monte Carlo
calculation to determine the fake muon backgrounds. This
background forms;85% of the otherbb̄ background in all
three channels.

The remaining;15% consists mostly of cases where the
charged daughters of theB meson candidate are products of
two b hadron decays. In those events oneb quark produces
the ‘‘K’’, while one or both of the muons result from the
semileptonic decay of the otherb̄ quark. We have also stud-
ied the backgrounds that arise when one of the muons or the
‘‘ K’’ is produced promptly as a result of the heavy quark
fragmentation process. We find this is a negligible contribu-
tion to the background. The poorly known branching frac-
tions of decays such asD→ ‘ ‘ K ’ ’ pp result in the large
uncertainties on these estimates and contribute to the system-
atic uncertainty onf s /( f u1 f d).

D. cc̄ background

We estimate the background fromcc̄ pairs produced by
gluon splitting. In these cases thec and c̄ quarks are not
produced back to back but side-by-side in a single jet. Thus
if both charm hadrons decay to a muon, a low mass dimuon
candidate could be formed producing ‘‘K ’ ’ m1m2 combina-
tions passing the selection criteria. However, charm decays
result in lower daughter momenta and shorter flight distances
than bb̄ events. We find the ratioN(K* 0m1m2)cc̄ /
N(K* 0m1m2)bb̄5(0.361.2)%, where the precision is lim-
ited by the Monte Carlo statistics in the calculation. We con-
clude that thecc̄ background is negligible.

E. Cross check of remaining backgrounds from data

We examine theM (K1K2), M (K1p2), andM (KS
0p1)

distributions associated with like-sign dimuons for evidence
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of ‘‘ K’’ production. A ‘‘K’’ signal reconstructed in any of
these distributions would be evidence for an unpredicted
background. The three mass distributions and corresponding
fits are shown in Fig. 7. We find that thef, K* 0, andK* 1

signals seen in association with like-sign dimuon candidates
are consistent with zero. The yields with opposite-sign muon
pairs ~signal!, like-sign muon pairs~this cross-check!, and
other backgrounds described above are listed for each of the
three signal channels in Table II.

VI. ACCEPTANCE AND EFFICIENCY CORRECTIONS

The observed event yields for the three final states, cor-
rected for the backgrounds described above, need to be fur-
ther corrected for the acceptance of the detector, the efficien-
cies of the various reconstruction stages, and selection
requirements, and for the trigger efficiency. To study the
kinematic and geometric acceptances we used a Monte Carlo
calculation ofb quark production andB meson decay fol-
lowed by a simulation of the detector response. We used
both Monte Carlo calculations and measurements from our
data to estimate the remaining efficiencies.

A significant advantage of measuring a ratio of fragmen-
tation fractions using similar decays is that many of the ac-
ceptances and efficiencies cancel. For example the overallb
quark production cross-section leading to lightB(0,1) meson
andBs

0 meson final states will be the same. Different signal
decays also have very similar triggering probabilities. We
have studied the effect of the different phase space available

for double semileptonic muon decays due to the differentB
meson masses, and find this to be a negligible correction to
our result. Furthermore, the track finding efficiencies for the
‘‘ K’’ decay products almost cancel in the ratio. In two of the
three cases, we reconstruct the final ‘‘K’’ from two charged
particles (f→K1K2 andK* 0→K1p2). In the third chan-
nel we reconstruct three final-state charged particles (K* 1

→KS
0p1;KS

0→p1p2). In order to properly include the ef-
fect of this difference on our result we have studied the rela-
tive reconstruction efficiency for single charged tracks com-
pared toKS

0→p1p2 decays, as described in Sec. VI C.

A. Monte Carlo simulations

The Monte Carlo calculation used a model forb quark
production based on a next-to-leading-order QCD calcula-
tion @12#. This calculation employed the MRSD0 parton dis-
tribution functions@13# to model the kinematics of the initial
state partons, ab quark mass ofmb54.75 GeV/c2, and a
renormalization scale ofm5m0[Amb

21kT
2, wherekT is the

momentum of theb quark transverse to the plane of the
initial-state partons. We generatedb quarks with pT
.8.0 GeV/c. This kinematic limit on the Monte Carlo cal-
culation was sufficiently loose so that there were no biases in
the B meson kinematic distributions after the application of
the selection criteria used in this analysis. The averagepT of
the B mesons reconstructed in this analysis is about 20
GeV/c. Theb quarks were fragmented intoB mesons accord-
ing to a model that used the Peterson fragmentation function
@14# with the Peterson«b parameter set to 0.006@2#. The B
mesons were decayed using a model developed by the CLEO
Collaboration@15# with all the branching ratios and angular
distributions updated to the most recent results of the Particle
Data Group@3#.

For background calculations reported in Sec. V D we need
to simulate the production ofcc̄ quark pairs. We use the
ISAJET Monte Carlo program@16#, because it models the pro-
duction of c̄c in the same hemisphere via the process of
gluon splitting, which is a potential source of background to
our B meson decay signal. We also use thePYTHIA Monte
Carlo program@17#, to model charged particles produced
promptly in the fragmentation of heavy quarks. Both of these
backgrounds were negligible.

Events generated with the above Monte Carlo simulations
and according to branching fraction prescriptions described
below were passed through a simulation of the CDF detector
that included the geometry of all the subdetector elements,
the interaction of the charged particles with the material in

FIG. 7. Distributions ofM (K1K2) ~top!, M (K1p2) ~middle!,
and M (KS

0p1) ~bottom! observed in association with like-sign
dimuon events. The data are represented by crosses. The fits to the
f, K* 0, andK* 1 meson signals, are shown with a solid line. The
dashed lines indicate the shape of the background. The fits return
values statistically consistent with zero.

TABLE II. Summary of the event yields. The fits to samples
associated with like-sign dimuons provide a check for unmodeled
backgrounds. The last column includes the background corrections
described in Sec. V for each of the signal channels.

Signal m1m2 signal m6m6 signal Background correction

f 103616 1615 1369
K* 0 683655 28641 75655
K* 1 94621 220617 1068
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the detector, the resolution of the different tracking elements,
and the efficiency of the trigger. The resulting simulated
event yields were used, together with the branching fractions
listed below, to calculate the acceptance and cross-talk terms
in Eqs. ~1!–~3!. The same Monte Carlo tools were used to
calculate backgrounds described in Sec. V. The uncertainties
associated with the various input parameters create uncer-
tainties in the resulting acceptances and are included in Table
VI.

B. Acceptance calculations

We assume equal production rates ofB0 andB1 mesons;
f d5 f u . We use the spectator model to calculate the branch-
ing fractions of semileptonic decays. This implies the rela-
tionships

G~B0→D2m1n!5G~B1→D̄0m1n!

5G~Bs
0→Ds

2m1n!, ~11!

G~B0→D* 2m1n!5G~B1→D̄* 0m1n!

5G~Bs
0→Ds*

2m1n!, ~12!

G~B0→D** 2m1n!5G~B1→D̄** 0m1n!

5G~Bs
0→Ds** 2m1n!, ~13!

G~Ds
2→fm2n̄ !5G~D2→K* 0m2n̄ !

5G~D̄0→K* 1m2n̄ !, ~14!

where G is the partial width of the specific decay mode.
Since we measure a ratio of yields, we need only know ratios
of the branching fractions. In the spectator model these ratios
of branching fractions are given by ratios of the partial
widths @Eqs. ~11!–~14!# that can in turn be related to the
ratios of theB andD meson lifetimes. The measured branch-
ing fractions are consistent with this model, but known less
precisely thanB and D meson lifetimes. Furthermore, the
most precise measurements of the branching fractionB(Bs

0

→Dsl n̄X) assume an input value forf s @3#, so a direct use of
this branching fraction would make our measurement circu-
lar. We use the world average bottom and charm lifetimes
listed in Table III, and the world average branching fractions
listed in Table IV@3#.

The contributions from different intermediate charm
states were combined in order to calculate the probabilities,
P, in Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~3!. We introduce the following sym-
bols:

f [
B~B→Dmn!

B~B→mnX!
,

f * [
B~B→D* mn!

B~B→mnX!
, ~15!

f ** [
B~B→D** mn!

B~B→mnX!
.

The fractionf ** also includes all nonresonant contributions.
By definition, f 1 f * 1 f ** [1. We have calculated the con-
tributions to the total acceptance that come from the different
charm states (D,D* ,D** ). We vary f, f * , and f ** to de-
rive systematic uncertainties introduced by the accuracy with
which they are known. The ratios necessary for the extrac-
tion of f s /( f u1 f d) can be derived from the world averages
taken from Ref.@3# and listed in Table V. Combining the
first two lines of Table V using a weighted average, we ob-
tain f 50.18760.022. The last two lines of Table V give
f * 50.45260.038. We determinef ** using the constraint
f 1 f * 1 f ** [1. The change in acceptance resulting from
the uncertainties onf, f * , andf ** is included in our system-
atic uncertainty onf s /( f u1 f d).

TABLE III. Meson lifetimes used as input to extract the final
result onf s /( f u1 f d).

Meson Lifetime used~ps!

B1 1.6560.04
B0 1.5660.04
Bs

0 1.5460.07
D1 1.05760.015
D0 0.41560.004
Ds

1 0.46760.017

TABLE IV. Meson branching fractions used as input to extract
the final result onf s /( f u1 f d).

Branching fraction Value used

B(f→K1K2) (49.160.8)%
B(K* 1→K1p2) 2/3
B(K* 0→K0p1) 2/3
B(K0→KS

0) 1/2
B(KS

0→p1p2) (68.6160.28)%

TABLE V. Ratios of branching fractions used to constrainf, f * ,
and f ** in the extraction of the final result onf s /( f u1 f d).

Ratio of branching fraction Values used Result

B~B1→D0m1n!

B~B1→m1nX!

~1.8660.33!%

~10.360.9!%
0.18160.036

B~B0→D2m1n!

B~B0→m1nX!

~2.0060.25!%

~10.560.8!%
0.19060.028

B~B1→D* 0m1n!

B~B1→m1nX!

~5.360.8!%

~10.360.9!%
0.51460.090

B~B0→D* 2m1n!

B~B0→m1nX!

~4.6060.27!%

~10.560.8!%
0.43860.042
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C. Reconstruction efficiencies

While the two main ‘‘K’’ decay modes (f→K1K2 and
K* 0→K1p2) used in this analysis involve only the recon-
struction of two charged-particle tracks, the third requires the
reconstruction of a long-livedKS

0→p1p2 decay instead of a
single charged particle. This topological difference intro-
duces an additional tracking efficiency factor that does not
cancel in the ratio of acceptances. Because we are measuring
a ratio of branching fractions we need only compute the ratio
of acceptances. The correction factor of interest is«(KS

0

→p1p2)/«(1 track), where the numerator represents an
average probability of reconstructing the two tracks and the
decay vertex in theKS

0 topology. The denominator is the
track finding efficiency for single tracks, selected with the
same criteria as ourK* 0 andf signals.

We have studied theKS
0 finding and reconstruction effi-

ciency @5# by merging simulatedKS
0→p1p2 decays with

our tracking data. We find an efficiency of 86% for finding
both daughters of the long-livedKS

0 mesons. This study was
done for the initial, low-luminosity, data-taking period, for
which the overall tracking efficiency was best understood.
We rely on data to study the variation of theKS

0 finding
efficiency in the data taken later at higher luminosities. We
do this by measuring the inclusiveKS

0 yield per interaction as
a function of time. Given that the production rate ofKS

0

mesons is constant, we can measure any additional ineffi-
ciency at higher luminosity. This additional correction factor,
averaged over the data taking time of the double semilep-
tonic decay sample, was 0.77. The combined relative recon-
struction efficiency for KS

0 mesons was«(KS
0→p1p2)

50.8630.7750.66.
For the single track efficiency we use the result of an

embedding study for promptly produced tracks, covering the
entire data taking period including the variations in luminos-
ity @18#. There we obtained«(1 track)50.93. Thus the rela-
tive tracking efficiency correction was «(KS

0

→p1p2)/«(1 track)50.7160.30. The uncertainty on this
efficiency includes contributions from all of the above in-
puts, but is dominated by our lack of understanding of theKS

0

finding efficiency as a function of instantaneous luminosity.
Because of the small number of observedK* 1 candidates
compared toK* 0, the systematic uncertainty onf s /( f u

1 f d) from theKS
0 finding efficiency is small. It is included

in Table VI.

VII. RESULTS

Using Eq. ~6! we can compute the final result from the
measured event yields and calculated acceptances. We mea-
sure

f s /~ f u1 f d!5@21.063.6~stat!23.0
13.8~syst!#%, ~16!

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is
systematic. Table VI lists all sources of uncertainty and their
contributions to the final result expressed as a fraction of the
measuredf s /( f u1 f d) value. We combine these in quadra-
ture to determine the total uncertainty.

Our largest uncertainty is the statistical precision on thef
meson signal. The largest systematic uncertainties result
from our background estimates. Our limits on the heavier
strange meson backgrounds result in an asymmetric system-
atic uncertainty. Uncertainties on the background corrections
to thef, K* 1, andK* 0 signals are partially correlated be-
cause they all rely on the same muon misidentification prob-
ability. The combined systematic uncertainty associated with
the ‘‘total background’’ takes this correlation into account.

The next-largest systematic uncertainty is related to the
composition of semileptonicB meson decays. The uncertain-
ties onf, f * , andf ** affect the precision with which we can
calculate the acceptance. Uncertainties on theB andD meson
lifetimes also affect the acceptance because we use branch-
ing fractions derived from the spectator model. The recon-
struction efficiency forKs

0 mesons also introduces an uncer-
tainty, as described in Sec. VI C. The remaining systematic
uncertainties come from the branching fractions ofKS

0

→p1p2 and f→K1K2 decays, although these are rela-
tively small.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have reported a measurement ofb quark fragmenta-
tion fractions using a sample of 70 pb21 of low mass dimuon
data. Using a new technique,B mesons are identified through
double semileptonic decaysb→cmX followed by c→smX.

TABLE VI. Statistical and systematic uncertainties as a fraction
of the measured value, expressed in percent, on the measurement of
f s /( f u1 f d). Unless otherwise indicated, the uncertainties are sym-
metric.

Source of uncertainty
Contribution~%!
of Fs/(Fu1Fd)

Statistical uncertainty onN(f) 15.5
Statistical uncertainty onN(K* 1) 7.1
Statistical uncertainty onN(K* 0! 2.7

Total statistical uncertainty 17.3
PotentialK* from heavy strange mesons 110.7
PotentialK* from Lb 12.0
OtherK* 0 background 7.0
OtherK* 1 background 1.0
f background 9.0

Total background uncertainty 211.2
115.6

f, f * , f ** composition 5.9
t(Bs)/t(B) 5.2
t(Ds) 3.6
B(f→K1K2) 1.6
Tracking efficiency forKS

0 daughters 1.4
t(D1) 1.3
Trigger acceptance 1.2
t(D0) 0.1
B(KS

0→p1p2) 0.1

Total systematic uncertainty 214.4
118.1
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ReconstructingK* (892)0, K* (892)1 and f~1020! mesons
produced in association with these muon pairs we obtain
high statistics samples ofB0, B1, andBs

0 mesons. From the
yield of K* (892)0, K* (892)1, andf~1020! candidates, we
extract a measurement of the ratio of fragmentation fractions
for b quarks of f s /( f u1 f d)5@21.063.6(stat)23.0

13.8~syst!#%.
This is the most precise measurement of this fragmentation
fraction at hadron colliders to date. In addition, limits on the
branching fractions of semileptonic charm meson decays
with K1(1270), K1* (1410), andK2* (1430) mesons in the fi-
nal state have been obtained.

The measurements off u , f d , and f s extracted from high-
energye1e2 collisions @3# give f s /( f u1 f d)5(13.222.2

12.4)%,
which is about 1.5 standard deviations lower than the result
reported here. Alternatively, our result forf s /( f u1 f d) can
be multiplied by the measured value of (f u1 f d) @3#, to give
f s5(16.723.8

14.2)%. A combination of this result with forth-

coming CDF measurements will further improve the preci-
sion of the hadron collider measurements. This measurement
and the new technique for taggingBs

0 mesons will be useful
in the studies ofBs

0 mixing and inB meson lifetime measure-
ments in future runs of the Tevatron, where an upgraded
version of the CDF detector will be used.
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